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About This Game

Build cities, shape a world.

Cities XL Platinum lets you design, build and link up cities of all shapes and sizes around the Cities XL planet!

Build more impressive cities than ever before! Cities XL Platinum offers a huge variety of over 1,000 buildings and
constructions (including 50 brand new structures), that you can freely place on more than 60 gigantic maps, offering varied

terrain and an incredible level of detail.

Take on the role of virtual mayor and find solutions to the problems faced by modern city planners like energy shortages and
public transportation. Answer the growing needs of your citizens and find the perfect balance between various services such as
housing, recreation, and employment. Specialize your cities and set up a trade network with neighboring towns to ensure large-

scale financial success with an increasingly complex network of cities!

Key Features:

Over 1000 different buildings

60 gigantic maps

Answer the needs of the citizens: employment, housing, recreation, and more
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Manage a large-scale economy
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Title: Cities XL Platinum
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Focus Home Interactive
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2013
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I had a lot of fun with this game when it first came out and I really liked that the economies from your other cities can effect
yours, reminded me a bit of Simcity 4

Comparing it today though with the competition (Cities Skylines) it does not do well

The options to control the world are much more limited, there is not as much building freedom and it won't take long before the
game is maxing out your CPU.

Overall it is worth it to spend the extra $10 and get Cities Skylines but I do really hope a Cities XL sequel gets an updated
engine and I can have allot of fun with it again
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